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Introduction : Living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) for HCC in cirrhotic 
patients has emerged as a rewarding therapy for a cure and a successful 
alternative in countries where a DDLT program is lacking. Several investigators 
have reported variable expanded criteria for liver transplantation beyond Milan 
Criteria. In this study, we aim to point out the impact of expanding criteria 
beyond Milan on tumor recurrence and patient survival. Patients and methods: 
Retrospective study of prospectively collected data of the 211 patients, with 
pre-transplant diagnosis of HCC, was done including pre-transplant, operative 
and post-transplant data. This patient cohort was divided according to the 
pre-transplant radiological findings of HCC nodules number and sizes into 
3 groups; Group I: comprised 149 (70%) patients who fall within the Milan 
criteria; Group II: included 33 (15.6%) patients who fall within up-to-7 criteria 
and; Group III: including 29 (13.7%) cases all being beyond up-to-7 criteria 
and will be termed beyond all criteria (BAC).Results 149(70%) recipients were 
within Milan(group 1), 33 (15.6%) recipients had tumor size or nodules up to 
7(group 2),29(13.7%) were beyond all criteria(group 3). Locoregional therapy 
in the form of bridging in group 1 or downstaging in group 2 or 3 was done. 
Thirty one patients (14.6%) had HCC recurrence, 19 patients within the Milan 
criteria, 7 recipients up to seven and 5 beyond all with mean time to recurrence 
15.6 months. The Overall survival for all patients was 87%, 72%, 65% for 1, 3, 5 
years respectively and recurrence free survival was 96%, 87%, 80%. There was 
no difference regarding the recurrence rate among different groups with no 
intra or postoperative mortality among donors. In conclusion; careful selection 
of recipients beyond Milan with proper bridging and downstaging may offer 
better overall and recurrence free survival after LDLT.
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